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Appeal of the Initiative Group for Democracy
and Internationalism in Ukraine, concerning
the anniversary of the Odessa Massacre of May
2, 2014
April 26, 2015–Ukrainian anti-fascists are calling on people around the world to mark May 2 as a
day of commemoration of those who were killed in the trade union building in Odessa.
On May 2, 2014, there was a bloody massacre in Odessa where, though data is incomplete, at least
48 people were killed. Some of them were burned alive in the House of Trade Unions. The
organizers of the massacre were radical Ukrainian nationalists and fascists who support the regime
established in Kiev after the coup in February 2014.
Their opponents were the participants of the Antimaidan movement opposed to Ukrainian fascism.
They belonged to different political tendencies, but opposition to Ukrainian fascism united them. It
was they who were the main victims of the massacre on May 2. Fleeing from the crowd of
aggressive and armed fascists which greatly outnumbered them, the Antimaidan activists tried to
take refuge in the House of Trade Unions located near their camp. They were largely without
weapons, as they consistently preferred peaceful forms of protest. The enemy attacked the House
Trade Unions with Molotov cocktails, igniting a fire that caused many of those inside the building to
flee outside. There, angry Ukrainian fascists beat and killed them. Others who observed this
remained inside until they either burned to death, suffocated or jumped out of windows to their

The official list of dead people has yet to be published. The results of forensic examinations of the
causes of deaths are classified and were not disclosed until recently. None of the perpetrators of the
massacre has been arrested; the state prosecutor’s office deliberately ignores numerous videos
proving their guilt.
Instead, people who tried to defend the House of Trade Unions have been arrested and put on trial.
Though the investigation found no evidence of their guilt, the court refuses to set them free. Official
propaganda since the day of the tragedy has spread lies like “the House of Trade Unions was not
protected by people from Odessa but by citizens of Transnistria and Russian saboteurs”. It calls these
people terrorists and separatists even though the leaders of the Odessa’s “Antimaidan” never called
for the separation of the Odessa region from Ukraine. But various supporters of this Kiev regime
replicate this lie all over the world.
The Odessa tragedy is just one act in the civil war the Kiev fascists launched last spring against its
own people. This is not the only event of its kind. The atrocities of the fascists on May 9, 2014 in
Mariupol, massive bloodshed in the Donbass, sadistic treatment of war prisoners, deliberate
destruction of vital facilities in the Donbass, the recent excesses of Ukrainian soldiers in
Konstantinovka (Kostyantynivka) – all of them are the links of the same chain. This is a
manifestation of the bloody totalitarian nature of the regime in Kiev, established in the heart of
Europe with the blessing of Western political leaders. But the Odessa massacre became a symbol of
these atrocities. In Odessa, the Kiev regime’s political opponents asserted their own rights without
weapons, by peaceful means and they were ruthlessly suppressed with astonishing cruelty and
cynicism. The task of all progressive forces of the world is to demonstrate their condemnation and
rejection of such methods.
The Kiev regime wants to forcibly impose on the entire population of Ukraine its system of values
which totally rejects the Soviet period in the history of Ukraine. It is based on the traditions of
Ukrainian integral nationalism, which is the local Ukrainian variant of fascist ideology. These
of integral nationalism inspired such figures as Stepan Bandera. For a significant part of Ukrainian
society, such attitudes are unacceptable. That is why opposition appeared. Despite all the repression,
people have been fighting against the reactionaries and actively looking for an alternative. The
solidarity of international left forces with the liberation struggle against the Kiev regime will help the
people of see they have friends and strengthen the democratic tendencies in the camp of resistance.
Finally, solidarity of leftist and internationalist forces is important not only for Ukraine. Now we
the rise of right-wing reactionary movements around the world. In many European countries, neo
fascists are growing in popularity, the youth are joining their parties, and they are gaining more and
more votes. Totalitarianism has intensified everywhere and gone on the offensive. The civil war in
Ukraine is just one of many episodes of offensive of international reaction forces. But this episode is
very revealing. Ukraine is a European country and it in this European country that for the first time
in the 21st century that fascists have entered a government while fascist paramilitaries have received
legal status in the army and other state authorities. We can resist this attack on our principles and
values together, combining our efforts all around the world.
Therefore, we propose to make May 2, 2015 a day of international solidarity in defense of
democracy and internationalism in Ukraine. To this end, we urge the leftist forces around the world
to hold in early May actions of solidarity with the liberation struggle of the working masses of
Ukraine. This can be a picket, a march, a meeting, a round table and any other action which would
be considered appropriate by activists not indifferent to the problems of Ukraine. From our side, our
initiative group will contribute to the dissemination of information about these actions in the media.

Yefim Mironov
Stanislav Yushchenko

Contact addresses:
akalderon@yandex.ru
In the United States: Manny Ness (manny.ness@gmail.com)
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Debate over funding of academic research on
Ukraine and interpretations of WW2 history
Exchange of views published on History News Network, April 5, 2015
Four items are published here: an original commentary, two responses to that by organizations
named in it–the Association for Slavic, East European, and Eurasian Studies (ASEEES, housed in
Pittsburgh) and the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies (CIUS, in Edmonton)–and a rejoinder
by the two original authors.
1. What standards should be applied when deciding to accept funds?
By Tarik Cyril Amar and Per Anders Rudling
Currently, ASEEES, the main organization of Slavicists in the USA, is divided due to a decision of
its board to, in effect, not accept a substantial fellowship donation by Professor Stephen Cohen, an
eminent expert on Russia, and his wife Katrina vanden Heuvel. Cohen’s career has combined
academic achievements and outspoken public involvement. The process which has produced this
ASEEES decision, already protested by over a hundred scholars, has not been transparent. What
seems to be clear is that some board members strongly objected to Stephen Cohen’s recent public
comments regarding the continuing crisis in and over Ukraine. The association suggested to Cohen
that it could only accept the money but not his name. He refused to agree.
Full disclosure, we are opposed to this decision by the ASEEES board; one of us has signed the

public, should challenge him openly and in public – and only.
Yet this article is about a different issue that this conflict has brought to mind: Given that the tension
in ASEEES has been linked to Professor Cohen’s public positions on Ukraine, what is really striking
is the silence around other endowments also touching on the representation of Ukraine and its
history.
Thus, since 1986 the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies (CIUS) at the University of Alberta
administers the Volodymyr and Daria Kubijovyč Memorial Endowment Fund, matched two-to
by the government of Alberta. Currently amounting to 436,848 Canadian dollars, it has helped fund
the Encyclopedia of Ukraine and other projects.
The Roman and Halia Kolisnyk Endowment Fund, and Levko and Marika Babij Memorial
Endowment Fund were both established in 2011, in the names and to honor the memory of two of
the most prominent Ukrainian Waffen-SS veterans in Canada.* There are thematic conditions: the
latter is earmarked for “the study of twentieth-century Ukrainian history, especially Ukraine in
World War II.” Recently, the field of endowments and donations in the name of Waffen-SS veterans
has expanded with two more such endowments. Together, these five endowments named after
intriguing donors are worth over 750,000 Canadian dollars. The endowment in Kubijovyč’s memory
is the largest.
“An exceptional organizer and statesman”
As leader of the “Hauptausschuss”, also referred to as the Ukrainian Central Committee, functioning
in the Generalgouvernment, i.e. parts of German-occupied Poland, Kubijovyč (1900-1985) was the
most senior Ukrainian collaborator with Nazi Germany. An abundance of sources shows a
committed and persistent liaison between Adolf Hitler’s chief representative in the
Generalgouvernement, Hans Frank, and Kubijovyč. In 1940, he suggested to the Germans to
consolidate the “autochtonous [bodenständige] Ukrainian element by breaking the influence” of
Poles and Jews, while he thanked Adolf Hitler for the “victorious onslaught” that “annihilated the
Polish state and thus did away with the Polish yoke.” Kubijovyč was not acting merely under duress.
He was also not merely afraid of the Soviet Union. The archival record shows him as a committed
ethno-nationalist, eager to make the most out of German occupation for his own agenda. He
welcomed and sought opportunities for Ukrainians to take over Polish and Jewish property.
Following the German attack on the Soviet Union in 1941 Kubijovyč proposed that Ukraine be set
up as an “authoritarian, nationalist one-party state.” He complained that the private trade in the cities
of “the Ukrainian ethno-area [Volkstumsgebiet] of former Poland was almost exclusively in Jewish
hands” and advocated establishing a Ukrainian Army, to help fight an enemy which he defined as a
combination of Communism, Russian imperialism, and Jewishness. Kubijovyč also explained to
Frank that “Ukrainians had been pro-German for decades, even centuries. They see in Germany a
powerful vanguard against their eternal enemies, Poles and Russians.” He co-initiated the
establishment of the 14th Waffen Grenadier Division of the SS (1st Galician).
Kubijovyč may also have been an opportunist. He may have “spoken Nazi” to please the occupiers.
Like many collaborators, he may have begun to have second thoughts once German victory started
looking less likely. While French collaborators, for instance, could try to rationalize their
collaboration as somehow serving their reactionary perception of the needs of an existing French
state, Kubijovyč was driven by the aim of bringing a nationalist-authoritarian state into existence.
While motivations are open to some debate, there is no source-based reason to doubt his genuine joy
at the destruction of Poland and his substantial investment in Nazi power. As with many other

Encyclopedia of Ukraine under the auspices of the CIUS. His encyclopedia contains no entry for
“Holocaust,” while the entry on Kubijovyč himself describes his wartime past as him having
“revealed his exceptional ability as an organizer and statesman.” The entry on anti-Semitism tells us
that “there has never … been a Ukrainian anti-Semitic organization or political party” and that
difficult to identify major instances of anti-Semitism, in the specific sense of prejudice and not
simply hostility that have a demonstratively Ukrainian character.” Contorted as this logic may be, it
is not far-fetched to suspect that it had something to do with his own actions during the war.
Clearly, ASEEES has no influence on the endowment decisions made by other organizations. Yet the
current controversy over the treatment it has meted out to Stephen Cohen does raise larger issues.
Are we really content with the prospect of an overall academic environment that won’t accept his
name but raises no concerns over that of Volodymyr Kubijovyč? Is it desirable to contribute to a
cumulative outcome where future graduate students and researchers will find no problem in
financing their work with funds named after the latter but might – if they remember – recall that
Stephen Cohen’s name would not be acceptable? In our view, it is time to face the fact that this is an
absurd and sad prospect.
*The Waffen-SS Division “Galicia” underwent complex name changes and its historical record has
been subject to politicized reconstruction. Yet the facts are clear.
Tarik Cyril Amar is an Assistant Professor at the Department of History of Columbia University. He
has worked and lived in Ukraine for five years. His book “The Paradox of Ukrainian Lviv: A
European City between Stalinists, Nazis, and Nationalists” is scheduled to come out this fall. Per
Rudling is a member of the ASEEES and an Associate Professor of History at Lund University,
Sweden. His book “The Rise and Fall of Belarusian Nationalism, 1906-1931” was published in
January.
Further background on the issue of Professor Stephen Cohen’s fellowship donation to the AEEES is
here: The troubling case of Professor Stephen Cohen and the American Association for Slavic, East
European, and Eurasian Studies, by Hank Reichman, Jan. 30, 2015
***
2. Response of ASEEES
By Catriona Kelly (President, ASEEES), Padraic Kenney (Vice President, ASEEES), Stephen
Hanson (Immediate Past President, ASEEES), and Lynda Park (Executive Director, ASEEES)
The discussion of Second World War crimes, and those who perpetrated, abetted, concealed, or
retrospectively honored these, places a significant burden of ethical responsibility upon all those
involved. Tarik Cyril Amar and Per Anders Rudling, in their contribution to HNN, make allegations
of the greatest significance against a number of named individuals. They proceed from this to a
denunciation of the Canadian Institute for Ukrainian Studies for naming awards after individuals
who are accused of serving in the SS. Amar and Rudling do not reveal whether they
have communicated their serious concerns to the Institute officials. Responsible campaigners would
at least give those they criticize the chance to amend matters before resorting to a public
denunciation.
When it comes to another strand of their argument – that the naming of these awards is somehow
connected with recent events in ASEEES even Amar and Rudling recognize that “ASEEES has no

wish to read a full discussion of the ASEEES case can consult the materials on our website, which
include letters of protest from the historians mentioned and from Stephen Cohen as well as a detailed
statement by the Executive Committee of the organization.
***
3. Response of CIUS
By Volodymyr Kravchenko, Director of the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian
Studies, Professor, Department of History and Classics, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada.
A few days ago, I received an e-mail addressed to me as Director of the Canadian Institute of
Ukrainian Studies, University of Alberta, from Mr. Rick Shenkman, publisher, History News
Network, associate professor of history at George Mason University and elected fellow of the
Society of American Historians. The letter informed me that “We are planning on running an article
about CIUS. As is our policy in cases like this, we are giving you an advance look at the article.
Should you wish to respond we’ll happily post your response in full on our website in tandem with
the main article so readers have the opportunity to see your response.”
Having thanked the author of the e-mail for this opportunity and read the “article about CIUS”
written by Professors Amar and Rudling, I saw that it consisted of two distinct parts—a shorter one
concerning the issue of Stephen Cohen and his dealings with ASEEES and a longer one about the
Ukrainian scholar, community activist and political figure Volodymyr Kubijovyč, who died in Paris,
France, in 1985. Readers unfamiliar with the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies at the
University of Alberta should be advised that it was established in Edmonton in 1976 through the
joint efforts of Ukrainian Canadians and the government of the province of Alberta. The Institute is
an integral part of the University of Alberta and belongs to the Faculty of Arts along with other
academic institutes concerned with the social sciences and humanities. What relation Stephen Cohen,
ASEEES, and Volodymyr Kubijovyč might have to CIUS becomes apparent only in the context of
the article, whose text and subtext I shall address below.
The person and activity of Volodymyr Kubijovyč (1900–1985) have long been part of history and
bear no relation to current politics. An active community figure, professional geographer and
organizer of scholarship, he left a great scholarly legacy including, notably, the multivolume
Encyclopedia of Ukraine in both Ukrainian and English. His role in Ukrainian history now is open to
interpretations from various perspectives. A reader wishing to learn something about Kubijovy
would do better to turn to more authoritative and easily available sources than to the article of
Professors Amar and Rudling, such as a special issue of Nationalities Papers [1] or online
encyclopedic works in which his life and activity are treated in historical context.
The noted American political scientist John A. Armstrong, author of the classic Ukrainian
Nationalism (2d ed., 1980), who was well acquainted with Kubijovyč, gave the following assessment
of his wartime activity: “A geographer by education, he had already attained scholarly recognition
before accepting the post of head of the Ukrainian Central Committee established by the German
Generalgouvernement in Poland, eventually including all of Galicia. Nominally Kubijovyč’s job was
to provide minimal economic and social welfare support for the Ukrainian population. In practice, he
became an indispensable link between the general population, the nationalist leaders, and the
German authorities. Since the top Nazis in the Generalgouvernement were responsible to the ruthless
dictates of Hitler and Himmler, Kubijovyč’s position was not only extremely perilous (his
counterparts in occupation administration in Europe often disappeared without a trace) but deeply

I ask the reader to compare these lines with the tone and style of the article, whose authors can
manage nothing better than to accuse Kubijovyč of anti-Semitism, chauvinism, and collaborationism.
They find him even worse than the French collaborators, who were able “to rationalize their
collaboration as somehow serving their reactionary perception of the needs of an existing French
state,” while Kubijovyč did not have the backing of a nation-state and only aspired to create one. So
much for “Hegelian” logic. Of course, Kubijovyč will never be able to respond to such accusations,
but then, his replies would be of no interest to the authors of the article, who have assigned him the
role of moral antipode of their contemporary, the American Stephen Cohen.
Unlike Volodymyr Kubijovyč, Stephen Cohen is in a position to respond to his opponents. The
statements of this emeritus professor in support of President Putin and his policy in Ukraine have
scandalized public opinion far beyond the borders of the United States. Cohen has his political and
ideological sympathies and antipathies, which are his own business. I only wish to point out,
contrary to the authors, who consider him a noted specialist in Russian studies, that most of Cohen
publications are devoted to the history of the USSR, not of Russia. Western public opinion and mass
media have long considered these terms synonymous, but experts find such conflation embarrassing.
Cohen cannot figure as an objective expert on questions of Ukrainian-Russian relations, either as a
political publicist or as a historian hitherto unknown in Ukrainian studies. I shall not comment on the
moral aspect of his public activities.
I must confess that it would never have occurred to me to compare Stephen Cohen with Volodymyr
Kubijovyč in academic or moral terms. Amar and Rudling take a different approach: if such an
outright “fascist” and collaborator as Volodymyr Kubijovyč has an academic endowment named
after him, why should Stephen Cohen be denied a similar privilege? If this sort of logic does not
shock Cohen himself or his supporters, then why not extend the comparison in a broader historical
context? Suppose we compare the Third Reich with the Third Rome? The problem of
collaborationism might then take on not only a historical dimension but also a contemporary one.
Digging up the history of the Second World War, attacking Ukrainian nationalism, and assaulting the
dead serves one purpose only—that of discrediting the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies. This
mudslinging also besmirches the reputation of the University of Alberta, of which CIUS is an
integral part. I wish to emphasize that all CIUS endowments have been accepted by the University of
Alberta under terms of reference that provide for full freedom of research and inquiry. CIUS
supports projects on controversial problems of the Second World War, Ukrainian nationalism,
fascism, and Ukrainian-Jewish-Polish relations; all of them are carried out within the terms of
academic discourse and are open to discussion. The authors claim that the Holocaust is passed over
in silence, as an entry on it does not appear in the Encyclopedia of Ukraine. I invite the readers to
familiarize themselves with the article titled“Holocaust” by Dieter Pohl in CIUS’s Internet
Encyclopedia of Ukraine. [3]
Finally, I shall permit myself a few personal observations. As a former Soviet citizen as well as a
historian, I recognize stylistic and substantive elements characteristic of Soviet “counterpropaganda
in the Amar/Rudling article. It is impossible to hold a discussion with practitioners of such
“counterpropaganda”: their purpose is to conduct an information war in which the opponent is not
convinced but destroyed. To what extent such principles corresponds to the “principles of fair, open,
and … civil conduct among scholars” mentioned in the article, I leave it to the reader to judge.
God only knows why the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies has to be dragged through the mud
so that Stephen Cohen and his wife can establish a fund named after them in the United States. In the
words of a classic of Ukrainian and Russian literature, “It is a depressing world, gentlemen!”

Points,”
Nationalities Papers 10, no. 1 (1982): 1–39.
[2] John A. Armstrong, “Heroes and Human: Reminiscences Concerning Ukrainian National
Leaders During 1941–1944,” Ukrainian Quarterly 51, nos. 2–3 (1995): 223–24.
[3] http://www.encyclopediaofukraine.com/display.asp?linkpath=pages%5CH%5CO%
5CHolocaust.htm
For additional information, see the website of the Ukrainian Center for Holocaust Studies,
http://holocaust.kiev.ua, which was established in Kyiv in 2002.
***
4. Response of Tarik Cycril AMar and Per Anders Rudling
In their response, our colleagues Catriona Kelly, Padraic Kenney, Stephen Hanson, and Lynda Park
present our commentary on the naming of endowments as a “public denunciation.” We beg to differ
principally. In our view, an, open and public discussion of the standards for the naming of
endowments is a legitimate pursuit which bears no resemblance to “denunciation.” Our reference to
endowments named after Waffen-SS veterans is not gratuitous, but a statement of fact and our text
has explained why this fact is relevant to the issue we discuss.
In a similar vein, if the essence of the “guilt by association” charge is to censure us for speaking
about ASEEES and CIUS in the same text, then we would like to repeat that our argument is that, in
reality, they exist in the same context. We have emphatically not claimed or implied that they are the
same or that ASEEES is somehow responsible for decisions at CIUS. Our point was different, as, we
think, a less defensive reading of our text could have revealed: we have argued that decisions about
endowments and their titles at one institution inevitably exist in a context that is also shaped by
decisions made at other institutions.
We think that it is sensible to recognize and consider this fact because the cumulative effect of such
decisions, across various institutions, constitutes an important part of a reality we actually share: in
this case, a North American academic environment where, at this point in time, Stephen Cohen
name has become too problematic to name an endowment, whereas the use of that of Volodymyr
Kubijovyč is not even discussed. We see this constellation, if unrevised, as a worrying sign of a
potential “new normal” that, we believe, needs to be made explicit and addressed directly and
openly. At the same time, we have, in a spirit of full disclosure, been frank about our own position.
We are told that ‘campaigners’ should raise their issues first with the object of their concern. Would
it not make more sense to use the term ‘campaigners’ for those demanding that a senior scholar
name should not be used for an endowment because of that scholars’ statements on current politics?
What we have done is to make an effort to formulate our concern publicly (and without the benefit of
anonymizing procedures). As their responses show, both ASEEES and CIUS were invited to read
and respond to our text before its publication, a procedure which we fully endorse. It is therefore
hard to understand the anger at our approach.
We welcome Professor Kravchenko making his and his institute’s position on this matter public.
Unsurprisingly, we have to disagree with Professor Kravchenko on important points: A call for a
fuller reflection on standards and their shaping (including unintended but foreseeable consequences)
has nothing to do, we think, with disloyalty or “Nestbeschmutzung.” On the contrary: one of us is a
graduate of the University of Alberta and takes pride in this fact. Thus, we reject Professor

Professor Kravchenko also illustrates the phenomenon we have pointed out: he depicts Kubijovy
in effect, a national martyr, highlighting the contrast he sees between this “active community figure,
professional geographer and organizer of scholarship [who] left a great scholarly legacy” and
Professor Cohen, whose statements “have scandalized public opinion far beyond the borders of the
United States.” We feel that we could not have pinpointed the strangeness of the current situation
any more effectively.
Professor Kravchenko seems unable to imagine that Kubijovyč may have been both a postwar
community leader and a wartime collaborator. Yet, generally speaking, after World War Two it has
not been uncommon to find impressive postwar careers and highly problematic wartime activities in
the same biographies; one simply does not exclude the other. More specifically, seeking to contest
our characterization of Kubijovyč’s wartime motivations and loyalties, Kravchenko cites John
Armstrong’s work. Not only did Armstong openly admire Kubijovyč, referring to him as a “heroic
individual.” This is also a secondary text, written at a time before Kubijovyč’s personal collection
was made accessible to scholars. It is, in short, pre-archival and in need of scholarly revision. In fact,
it is accompanied by Armstrong’s explicit disclaimers that he “does not know the details of the
things Kubijovyč accomplished in day-to-day administration of Krakow,” and that a later
reevaluation may discredit him as a heroic role model for the next Ukrainian generation.
Since 1993 these files are open. Those who are interested in familiarizing themselves with the
sources for Kubijovyč’s wartime activities and positions can consult the Volodymyr Kubijovyč
Collection at Libraries and Archives Canada, in Ottawa, MG 31, D203, in particular Vol. 17, 18, 26,
and 27. A reading of his letters to Hans Frank, Adolf Hitler, and Adolf Eichmann from 1940-1944
shows Kubijovyč in a different light than the tragic hero “defamed so that the nation may be free
Kubijovyč interpreted “autonomy for the Ukrainian ethnic group” under Nazi rule as preference in
employment and local administration. He sought the “removal” of “Polish and Jewish elements
from areas he claimed for Ukrainians and “a complete separation” between Poles and Ukrainians,
including population transfers to create “pure Ukrainian territories.” Kubijovyč argued that “it would
be in the interest of Greater Germany to consolidate the autochtonous [bodenständige] Ukrainian
element and to break the influence of the Polish and Jewish ethnic groups [Volksteile].” On other
occasions, he complained that trade was in Jewish hands, called for an authoritarian, nationalist one
party state for Ukrainians, denounced a “Judaized English-American plutocracy,” and affirmed
“unshakeable faith” in Nazi Victory. When Kubijovyč sometimes remonstrated with German
authorities against their mistreatment of Ukrainians, he argued that the latter should be treated better
than Poles whom he kept denouncing, like Jews, as inherently unreliable. The Kubijovyč active in
World War Two – whatever his postwar recollections and career – was a committed ethnic
nationalist, constantly probing German rule for opportunities for his own political agenda.
A selection of these materials, moreover, has been published by the CIUS itself in 2000. Even this
limited sample, edited by another Waffen-SS veteran proud of his service, shows Kubijovyč’s
enthusiastic endorsements of the New Order and his appeal to German occupiers to gain advantages
over Poles and Jews.
We have explained that we understand very well that there is room for argument and interpretation
regarding Kubijovyč’s motivations and constraints. What seems not plausible to us is to simply
ignore, marginalize, or embellish his wartime record: collaboration was a complex phenomenon
internationally. But complexity does not legitimize hero worship or obviate the need for a full
reading of the historical record.

Professor Kravchenko’s argument that Volodymyr Kubijovyč cannot personally reply to our text:
taken to its logical conclusion, this approach would end most discussions of World War Two history.

Nowhere do we suggest that Professor Cohen deserves an endowment named after him because
the CIUS’ decisions to honor Kubijovyč and Waffen-SS veterans. We also do not seek to drag the
CIUS “through the mud so that Stephen Cohen and his wife can establish a fund after them in the
United States.” This is a rather astonishing misreading of our text. Professor Kravchenko’s response
shows that, in reality, he finds it natural to compare Volodymyr Kubijovyč and Stephen Cohen. We
do not. What we seek to query in their real context are decisions on naming endowments that, we
think, reflect a worrying possibility in our shared academic environment and culture of memory.
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How Ukraine commemorates the Holocaust
By Robert Parry, Consortium News, April 17, 2015
The U.S.-backed Ukrainian government came up with a curious way to commemorate the 70th
anniversary of the Holocaust being brought to an end. The parliament in Kiev voted to extend
official recognition to Ukrainian fascists who collaborated with the Nazis in killing Jews.
Though Official Washington and the mainstream U.S. media continue to dutifully ignore the key role
played by neo-Nazis in Ukraine’s February 2014 coup and in the post-coup regime’s subsequent
military offensives against ethnic Russians in the east, Ukrainian politicians can’t stop their arms
from snapping into ‘Heil Hitler’ salutes like the fictional character Dr. Strangelove. They can’t
back this reflex even as the world stopped this week to recall the Nazi barbarity that claimed the
lives of some six million Jews as well as other minorities.

On April 9, the Ukrainian parliament passed a bill making the ultra-nationalist Ukrainian Insurgent
Army (UPA) eligible for official government recognition, a demand that has been pushed by
Ukraine’s current neo-Nazi and ultra-nationalist movements, the same forces that spearheaded the
overthrow of elected President Viktor Yanukovych in February 2014 and then the slaughter of
thousands of ethnic Russians who resisted the new order.
Ukraine’s honor-the-Nazi-collaborators vote came amid increased repression of opposition
politicians and journalists who dare to criticize the U.S.-backed regime as it moves to repudiate the
political settlement envisioned by February’s Minsk-2 agreement and instead prepares for a
resumption of the war to crush the resistance in eastern Ukraine once and for all. [See
Consortiumnews.com’s “Ukraine’s ‘Poison Pill’ for Peace Talks.”]
Emergence of ‘death squads’
Over the past several months, there have been about ten mysterious deaths of opposition figures
some that the government claimed to be suicides while others were clearly murders. It now appears
that pro-government “death squads” are operating with impunity in Kiev.
On Wednesday, April 15, Oleg Kalashnikov, a political leader of the opposition Party of Regions,
was shot to death in his home. Kalashnikov had been campaigning for the right of Ukrainians to
celebrate the Allied victory in World War II, a gesture that infuriated some western Ukrainian neo
Nazis who identify with Adolf Hitler and the Third Reich and who now feel they have the current
government in their corner.
On Thursday, unidentified gunmen murdered Ukrainian journalist Oles Buzina, a regime critic who
had protested censorship being imposed on news outlets that didn’t toe the government’s propaganda
line. Buzina had been denounced by a pro-regime “journalistic” outfit which operated under the
Orwellian name “Stop Censorship” and demanded that Buzina be banned from making media
appearances because he was “an agent of the Kremlin.”
This week, another dissident journalist Serhiy Sukhobok was reportedly killed in Kiev, amid sketchy
accounts that his assailants may have been caught although the Ukrainian government has withheld
details.
These deaths are mostly ignored by the mainstream U.S. news media – or are mentioned only in
briefs with the victims dismissed as “pro-Russian.” After all, these “death squad” activities, which
have also been occurring in government-controlled sections of eastern Ukraine, conflict with the
preferred State Department narrative of the Kiev regime busy implementing “democratic reforms.
But many of those “democratic reforms” amount to slashing old-age pensions, removing worker
protections, and hiking the price of heating fuel – as demanded by the International Monetary Fund
in exchange for a $17.5 billion bailout for Ukraine’s collapsing financial structure.
Similarly, the decision by the Ukrainian parliament to bend to the demands of neo-Nazi and other
ultra-right groups to honor Ukraine’s World War II fascists is also downplayed or ignored by the
major U.S. media.
The Holocaust in Ukraine
During World War II, the Ukrainian Insurgent Army, an offshoot of the Organization of Ukrainian

Ukraine was the site of several major Holocaust atrocities including the infamous massacre at Babi
Yar in Kiev, where local Ukrainian fascists worked alongside the Nazi SS in funneling tens of
thousands of Jews to a ravine where they were slaughtered and buried.
According to the Jerusalem Post, the Simon Wiesenthal Center has condemned Ukraine’s
recognition of the UPA as well as a second bill that equated Communist and Nazi crimes.
“The passage of a ban on Nazism and Communism equates the most genocidal regime in human
history with the regime which liberated Auschwitz and helped end the reign of terror of the Third
Reich,” said Wiesenthal Center director for Eastern European Affairs Dr. Efraim Zuroff, adding:
“In the same spirit the decision to honor local Nazi collaborators and grant them special benefits
turns Hitler’s henchmen into heroes despite their active and zealous participation in the mass murder
of innocent Jews. These attempts to rewrite history, which are prevalent throughout post-Communist
Eastern Europe, can never erase the crimes committed by Nazi collaborators in these countries,
only proves that they clearly lack the Western values which they claim to have embraced upon their
transition to democracy.”
Not seeing Nazis
Despite propaganda efforts by the Obama administration and the major U.S. news media to play
down western Ukraine’s legacy of Nazi collaboration, one of the heroes honored during the Maidan
protests, which led to the Feb. 22, 2014 coup, was Stepan Bandera, a leader of the Organisation of
Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN) who worked with the Nazis before falling out with them over issues
of Ukrainian independence.
After spearheading the 2014 coup, the neo-Nazi and ultra-nationalist militias from western Ukraine
were enlisted as the shock troops to attack ethnic Russian cities in eastern Ukraine, which had been
the political base for ousted President Yanukovych. Even though some of those militias sported
Swastikas and SS symbols, the mainstream U.S. news media either ignored those inconvenient
realities or acknowledged them in the final paragraphs of long stories. [See Consortiumnews.com
“Seeing No Neo-Nazi Militias in Ukraine.”]
The recognition of the Ukrainian Insurgent Army was demanded last October by Ukraine’s right
wing and neo-Nazi groups, including the Svoboda Party and the Right Sector, which surrounded the
parliament in Kiev with 8,000 protesters.
At that time, with U.S. officials sensitive to the image of the Ukrainian government caving in to
rioters carrying neo-Nazi banners, the legislation was defeated. However, in recent weeks, with the
Kiev leadership leaning more heavily on the neo-Nazis and other ultra-nationalists to carry out the
war against ethnic Russians in the east, more concessions are being made to the extremists.
Lurches to the right
These lurches to the right have again been largely ignored by the mainstream U.S. media, which
continues to blame the ethnic Russians for not submitting to the post-coup regime in Kiev and to
demonize Russian President Vladimir Putin as the supposed instigator of all the trouble.
But the Jerusalem Post noted, “While Jewish worries over anti-Semitism have been on the back
burner due to the war [in Ukraine], several recent developments have shown that antipathy toward

newly appointed police chief for the Ukrainian province in which Kiev is located came under fire
after it was alleged that he had past ties with a neo-Nazi organization.”
The Jerusalem Post also took note of the Kiev regime’s recent appointment of right-wing extremist
Dimitri Jarosch [or Yarosh], who organized many of the fighters behind the February 2014 putsch, to
be an official adviser to the army leadership.
The larger historical context is that Nazism has been deeply rooted in western Ukraine since World
War II, especially in cities like Lviv, where a cemetery to the veterans of the Galician SS, a
Ukrainian affiliate of the Nazi SS, is maintained. These old passions were brought to the
surface again in the battle to oust Yanukovych and sever historic ties to Russia.
The muscle behind the U.S.-backed Maidan protests against Yanukovych came from neo-Nazi
militias trained in western Ukraine, organized into 100-man brigades and bused to Kiev. After the
coup, neo-Nazi leader Andriy Parubiy, who was commander of the Maidan “self-defense forces,
was elevated to national security chief and soon announced that the Maidan militia forces would be
incorporated into the National Guard and sent to eastern Ukraine to fight ethnic Russians resisting
the coup.
As the U.S. government and media cheered on this “anti-terrorist operation,” the neo-Nazis and other
right-wing battalions engaged in brutal street fighting against Russian ethnic rebels. Only
occasionally did this nasty reality slip into the major U.S. news media. For instance, an Aug. 10,
2014 article in the New York Times mentioned the neo-Nazi paramilitaries at the end of a lengthy
story on another topic.
“The fighting for Donetsk has taken on a lethal pattern: The regular army bombards separatist
positions from afar, followed by chaotic, violent assaults by some of the half-dozen or so
paramilitary groups surrounding Donetsk who are willing to plunge into urban combat,” the Times
reported.
“Officials in Kiev say the militias and the army coordinate their actions, but the militias, which count
about 7,000 fighters, are angry and, at times, uncontrollable. One known as Azov, which took over
the village of Marinka, flies a neo-Nazi symbol resembling a Swastika as its flag.” [See
Consortiumnews.com’s “NYT Discovers Ukraine’s Neo-Nazis at War.”]
Meeting the Nazis
The conservative London Telegraph offered more details about the Azov battalion in an article
by correspondent Tom Parfitt, who wrote: “Kiev’s use of volunteer paramilitaries to stamp out the
Russian-backed Donetsk and Luhansk ‘people’s republics’… should send a shiver down Europe
spine.
“Recently formed battalions such as Donbas, Dnipro and Azov, with several thousand men under
their command, are officially under the control of the interior ministry but their financing is murky,
their training inadequate and their ideology often alarming. The Azov men use the neo-Nazi
Wolfsangel (Wolf’s Hook) symbol on their banner and members of the battalion are openly white
supremacists, or anti-Semites.”
Based on interviews with militia members, the Telegraph reported that some of the fighters doubted
the reality of the Holocaust, expressed admiration for Adolf Hitler and acknowledged that they are

Biletsky as declaring: “The historic mission of our nation in this critical moment is to lead the White
Races of the world in a final crusade for their survival. A crusade against the Semite-led
Untermenschen.”

In other words, for the first time since World War II, a government had dispatched Nazi storm
troopers to attack a European population – and officials in Kiev knew what they were doing. The
Telegraph questioned Ukrainian authorities in Kiev who acknowledged that they were aware of the
extremist ideologies of some militias but insisted that the higher priority was having troops who
were strongly motivated to fight. [See Consortiumnews.com’s “Ignoring Ukraine’s Neo-Nazi Storm
Troopers.”]
Since the coup, the New York Times and other mainstream U.S. news outlets have decried any
recognition of the significant neo-Nazi presence in Ukraine as “Russian propaganda.” So, Ukraine
new initiative to honor Nazi collaborators – in legislation coinciding with the commemoration of the
end of the Holocaust – also must be ignored.
The pro-coup propaganda in the U.S. media has been so pervasive that a powerful “group think
took hold with the Kiev regime revered as white-hatted “good guys,” certainly not brown-shirted
neo-Nazis. Or as the New York Times’ dimwitted foreign policy pundit Thomas L. Friedman
declared in a column earlier this year, the new leaders of Ukraine “share our values”.
Consortium News is in the midst of its spring fund drive and needs to wrap up and reach its goal.
Please consider visiting the website and making a donation. Click here.
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Interview with trade union leader: ‘The full
extent of the economic abyss in Ukraine is
hidden’
Interview with Vitaly Makhinko of the all-Ukrainian trade union federation ‘Labor Solidarity of
Ukraine’. The interview was published on PolitNavigator.net on March 17, 2015. It was translated to
English and published on the Fort Russ website. PolitNavigator.net is a Ukrainian, Russian-language
website of news and political analysis.

Vitaly Makhinko, the leader of the all-

Ukrainians and, consequently, to increased dissatisfaction with the current regime.
Alternative parties are incapacitated. However, they are being replaced by all sorts of grass roots
community initiatives and trade unions. One cannot yet speak of this it as a strong trend, but it is
emerging. According to predictions of observers, the trend will only increase.
In response, there is increasing attention by repressive bodies directed at trade union and worker
activists. In a time of war, virtually any social protest – from demands for repayment of wages owed
to the battle for jobs – faces accusations in the media of activists working for “enemy agents”.
Remember, how [Minister of the Interior (police)] Arsen Avakov’s advisor, Anton
Geraschenko denouncing as “Putin’s agents” the protesting employees of Yuzmash in
Dnepropetrovsk who were demanding the payment of salary in arrears.
Politnavigator talks to Vitaly Makhinko, the leader of the all-Ukrainian trade union federation
‘Labor Solidarity of Ukraine’, about the current state of the Ukrainian trade union movement.
***
PolitNavigator: In his recent speech on the First National television channel, Poroshenko said
that 25 per cent of Ukrainian industry is out of work today and ten per cent is physically
destroyed by the war. In turn, the Cabinet has downgraded its forecasts for economic
indicators this year, allowing for almost a 12 per cent drop in the GDP and inflation over 40
per cent. How close to reality is this data? Are the authorities underestimating or exaggerating
the scale of the crisis?
Vitaly Makhinko: It makes no sense for the authorities to exaggerate the scale of the crisis. On the
contrary, the impression is that they are looking at the situation through rose-colored glasses. In
December, the decline in GDP was predicted at two to 4.3 per cent; today’s predictions are 5.5, 8.6
and 11.9 per cent. What will happen by the end of the year? Our economy has already retracted
the level of the 1990s. The crisis in some sectors has ricocheted onto others. But the worst thing is
that the government does not seem to realize the true extent of the economic abyss approached by the
country, and it is not taking any steps to avoid it.

Protest over unpaid wages and loss of contracts
at Yuzhmash enterprise in Dnipropetrovsk,
early 2015, from PolitNavigator.net

Most entrepreneurs are now in a “suspended” state and are contemplating whether to stop operations
or not.
PolitNavigator: And what should the people do? How to survive?
Vitaly Makhinko: Actively seek alternative or additional sources of income. To stay healthy –
majority of Ukrainians simply cannot afford treatment.
Saving, saving, saving, and a return to the almost natural economy (off the land). Although many
have already been living below the poverty line and have no expenses to cut, the issue is basic
survival.
PolitNavigator: The government’s forecast for the unemployment rate has also increased.
Today we are talking about more than 11 per cent. How close are these numbers to your
estimates? What industries are most vulnerable to unemployment right now, and which are in
a risk zone and can begin layoffs in the near future?
Vitaly Makhinko: Actually, the number of unemployed is much higher than the official statistics
and will continue to grow. Businesses will have more layoffs, leaving only key employees. Wage
cuts are rampant and many employees are transferred to half-time, part-time, and remote work.

Protest in Kyiv against the hike in utility rates,
summer 2014, photo from PolitNavigator.net
The only sector where the situation is more or less stable is agriculture. All others are in a risk zone.
Layoffs have even affected the food industry, whose products are always in demand. The most
massive reductions are occurring in mechanical engineering. Also among [coal] miners and civil
servants—usually the lower level civil servants. The most affected industries in addition are those
that offer products and services directly dependent on the dollar exchange rate–tourism,
transportation, entertainment, services, etc. The former clients can no longer afford their offerings.
Unfortunately, the overwhelming unemployment situation has already led to massive violations of
labor rights. We are talking about serious violations – illegal dismissals and non-payment of wages.
PolitNavigator: In the last few months, we have seen a surge of protest activity in the country,
associated with socio economic needs. Teachers are protesting, miners are blocking highways

Vitaly Makhinko: The trade union movement has enormous potential. In the atmosphere of
aggravation of the socio-economic situation, there is a corresponding demand from the Ukrainian
society [for union representation]. But the problem is that in our country there are practically no
strong, independent trade unions. In fact, there is no one who can lead the protest mood of the
workers and guide them in the right direction. The authorities capitalize on that by using controlled
“pocket” trade unions trying to take under control the social and trade union movement in the
country.
Therefore, protests perform rather the function of a lightning rod. They allow for letting off steam
and easing the social tensions in society, while simultaneously curbing the protest movement by
heading it. For truly independent trade unions and public organizations, there is an unspoken
prohibition of social protests.
Remember when at the end of last year, the whole country was rocked by the strikes of workers of
Kievpasstrans [public transit system in Kyiv], after which we were declared “provocateurs” and
“saboteurs”? Now such treatment has become the norm. Through their intelligence services, the
authorities suppress social protests and the activists are persecuted. So the organization of even the
most peaceful protests is dangerous for its initiators. Naturally, the “old” trade unions controlled by
the management of the enterprises and the government will not take on this task. The creation of
“new” trade unions of the European standard requires a lot of time.
PolitNavigator: How can a trade union help someone today?
Vitaly Makhinko: In the first place – to protect their labor and social rights. The union helps to
solve not only labor disputes but also related matters. Whether it is getting aid for a child or
protection from real estate fraud. For more than two years, our hot line is actively engaged with
qualified lawyers providing assistance to citizens from all regions of Ukraine.
Politnavigator: Do you work with the military? It is no secret that people [military conscripts]
are thrown to the slaughter. They are declined the status of combatants and therefore related
payments. When people return crippled from the front, it turns out that they were not
officially listed as present in the combat zone.
Vitaly Makhinko: In response to the pressing challenges of our time, we created a center for legal
assistance to members of the military. It protects the interests of members of the ATO [‘AntiTerrorist Operation’] and their families.
PolitNavigator: Is it true that the views expressed by many experts that today, after Donbass
with its miners, metallurgists and engineers actually fell out from the Ukrainian context
because of the war, the epicenter of the protest activity of workers moved to the center and to
the West of the country? At the forefront of protesters today we see the miners from Volyn and
Lvov. Is this accidental or not?
Vitaly Makhinko: Of course, it’s natural. Worker protests used to occur in the center and in the
west of Ukraine – I know this firsthand, because our offices are very active in these regions. But
against the general background, these protests were just less noticeable. Furthermore, there are now
many more causes for social protest than there was a year ago, so the development of protest
movements in all regions of the country is a natural phenomenon.
‘Labor solidarity’ actively works in the Center and West of Ukraine, and also in the capital. Because

PolitNavigator: What areas of social work is your trade union ‘Labor solidarity’ leading
today? Can you name some specific examples?
Vitaly Makhinko: Recently, we were able to solve many problems in different parts of Ukraine.
We demanded payments to the employees of Kievpasstrans of more than 100 million hryvnia in
payroll liabilities. However, after that we came under strong pressure from security services. Thanks
to the support of the trade union, we were able to solve old problems in the sphere of utility services
in the city of Dolinskaya, Kirovograd region. To do this, activists together with the inhabitants of the
city had to “capture” the city council and force the municipality to finally accept decisions important
for the city, before the law enforcers managed to pull up the police squads to the building.
Now there is also a question of protection of ordinary civil servants, whose rights are often violated.
Recently, the union through the court forced Novomirgorod Department of the State Land Agency to
reinstate an illegally dismissed employee.
And there are many such cases today – every day we solve big and small problems: help people to
achieve the payment of wages, to get reinstated at work. Now we are raising the issue of the increase
of bread prices. If this essential item becomes a luxury for Ukrainians, the country will not avoid
food riots. The rise in price of all goods and services, primarily for basic food items, puts a
significant part of the population on the brink of survival.
PolitNavigator: Since March and April of this year, according to the memorandum with the
IMF, utility rates will go up by several times. Do you intend to respond to this?
Vitaly Makhinko: An important area of our activity over the past year is the social movement
‘Tariff Maidan’. We fight against the utility mafia and defend the right of Ukrainians for adequate
utility tariffs, a decent quality of services. Our actions, obviously, were not welcomed by some
influential people, because ‘Tariff Maidan’ in Kyiv was destroyed. The people who introduced
themselves as ‘Maidan self-defense’ kidnapped and tortured our activists. Six months later, the
police have made no progress in investigating the case.
PolitNavigator: Many experts today are pessimistic about the labor migration abroad as a
method of alleviating the problem of unemployment in the country. They say that the EU and
Russia have already accepted the maximum numbers of potential workers from Ukraine. So
what about those who are left behind? How, in your opinion, does the presence of masses of
surplus labor in the country affect the political and social processes? And in what direction?
Vitaly Makhinko: Today, nearly one in three Ukrainians wants to leave the country to work abroad.
Some do not see any prospects in their home country. Others want to wait out the crisis abroad. But
the need for Ukrainian workers is much less than the supply, which in turn leads to numerous scams
in relation to those wanting to work abroad.
Out of despair, people agree to any work, agree to violations of their labor rights, especially in terms
of payment of salary. So we recently made a decision to establish a trade union ‘Labor solidarity
Poland, which will represent the interests of Ukrainian workers.
Naturally, the increase in the “army of unemployed” will lead to destructive processes in the state
and, as a natural result, to social unrest. One way to ‘avoid’ this explosion is to establish a strict
dictatorship, which, apparently, the current government is approaching.

pensioners. Is there any social dialogue today? Are there negotiations on the new tariff
agreements? Or, are all these “remnants of the past regime” completely forgotten and
discarded as useless?
Vitaly Makhinko: Unfortunately, we have to admit the impotence of the majority of Ukrainian trade
unions which were inherited from the Soviet times. They can’t deal with the basic issues of labor
rights and are unable to unite because they depend entirely on the management of companies and the
authorities.
The fact that the social dialogue is almost absent raises the degree of explosiveness in the country
highly. The authorities make irresponsible anti-national decisions without a debate, and anyone who
dares to express their opinion or advise anything, is immediately classified as “[Putin’s] agents
“enemies of the people”.
PolitNavigator: The big problem of today’s Ukraine is the marginalization of wide sections of
workers through the mechanisms of partial employment. Where people work without official
registration, part-time and from time to time. Where they survive on small plots of land or
something like that. Worldwide, the unions are fighting against this phenomenon. What about
you?
Vitaly Makhinko: In Ukraine, there is a tendency to increase the number of “conditionally”
employed workers. They work part-time or seasonally, or perform a one-time, piece-rate job. In fact,
they have no social guarantees and to defend their labor rights is very problematic. The existing trade
unions, unfortunately, completely ignore this issue. Today, we are the only Ukrainian trade union
that protects (and quite successfully) the rights and interests of workers who are not officially
employed
PolitNavigator: How likely in your assessment in the short term (six months to a year) is an
emergence in Ukrainian politics of a political party or parties, based on trade unions as their
asset? And what interferes with this process?
Vitaly Makhinko: Now there is a great need for a political force which will defend the rights of
“ordinary” Ukrainians – workers, teachers, peasants. We have already gone beyond just the trade
union activities and raised a number of social problems on the national level. To find effective
solutions, we must evolve into a political force. Unlike the existing political parties, tailor made
the elections”, we are gradually building up the party structure from below, having a reliable trade
union platform, a great experience of self-organization and collective decision making.
Because trade union issues are now quite popular, I do not exclude the occurrence of pop-up, “
union” political parties, which will essentially be artificial, hybrid entities, exploiting the “trade
union” brand, but not able to meet the challenges of our time.
PolitNavigator: What is your forecast for the near future? In connection with the
intensification of the crisis and the fall in the economy, will there be a reciprocal process of
politicization of the demands of the masses? Or the people will just move away from politics,
and all the negative social energy will settle in the suburbs, the suburban and rural gardens?
Vitaly Makhinko: Every day, the number of dissatisfied people increases exponentially, despite the
strict policy of the authorities in this matter. The growth of dissent will sooner or later lead to the
politicization of the demands of the masses, but the people need to unite around a strong leader,

Read also on New Cold War.org:
Ten thousand coal miners on strike in western Ukraine, March 24, 2015
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Kidnapped for speaking out: Kyiv’s campaign
to silence dissent
By Anton Rozenvayn and Elena Baibeckova, published on Russia Insider, April 21, 2015
Two Ukrainian journalists in Donetsk chronicle Kiev’s out-of-control hunt for “terrorists” and
“separatists” — and the grim future of a country torn apart by civil war and mass paranoia
“Maxim called us again,” says Anna Grindyuk, press secretary of the Ministry of Communications
of the Donetsk People’s Republic. “He spoke through a speakerphone, and I heard whispers in the
background. He said, as was instructed, ‘Only you can help me,’ which he repeated a couple times
monotonously.”

Maxim Grindyuk was arrested in

In February, Anna’s brother Maxim Grindyuk was arrested by the Ukrainian authorities for
disseminating information by attaching flyers critical of current government authorities and rising
prices on lamp posts, which are hard to censor. The Security Services of Ukraine (SBU) indicted him
for aiding “terrorists,” but this charge was dropped, and Maxim was released. He was allowed to
leave the court as long as he did not leave the country. However, he did not leave the court a free
man. Before he had a chance to return home, he was kidnapped, and since then all communication
with him has been only via phone conversation with unidentifiable phone numbers.
Until 2014, Ukraine was a relatively prosperous eastern European country. Although the wages and
pensions were lower than average in Europe, inflation remained low as did prices of food, goods,
utilities, and membership in social organizations. Even with a relatively low GDP, the government
was able to maintain subsidies on many items. There had been protracted negotiations in Moscow to
reduce the price of gas, which had been established by political predecessors during long-lasting
political and trade squabbles that harmed Ukrainian industry.

Former Ukraine president
Victor Yanukovych
President Viktor Yanukovych was actively criticized in the media as an enemy of civil freedoms.
The press ridiculed every blunder in the head of state’s speech, referring to him as a former
convicted criminal. Regarding former criminals, however, things are not so clear: criminal cases
against Yanukovych from the 1970s were revisited and sentences repealed. In the minds of many
Ukrainians, nevertheless, the president was a tyrant. This view led to a set of complex and intricate
reasonings based on false postulates. For example, Yanukovych was seen as a pro-Russian politician
and therefore an enemy of civil liberties and European values. I will not debate here as to whether
the concept of a “pro-Russian politician” is synonymous with “an enemy of civil liberties.” For
Yanukovych, the term “pro-Russian” had a very conventional meaning related to his origins:
Yanukovych is a native of Donetsk, which is a Russian-speaking region. Also, he promised to make
Russian the second state language of Ukraine — not everywhere but only in Russian-speaking
regions, and only in the framework the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages. In
fact, President Yanukovych was the most “European” politician in the history of Ukraine, not on a
declarative level but on a level that reflected his approach to managing the government.
Yanukovych’s status as a pro-Russian policymaker and criticism of him in the Western media did

part of Ukrainians and real progress in that direction. Real progress toward Europe was sought by
Yanukovych and his political associates. In November 2013, the president suspended negotiations
with the European Union only because he was not able to achieve agreement on lending for the
economic reforms or on transition to new manufacturing standards. This decision resulted in an
uproar in the Ukrainian media. The president was declared the main obstacle on the road to the
European Union, and the radicals who were further encouraged by the press spilled onto the streets
of the country, including the capital of Kiev.

Battle on Maidan Square in early 2014. The
rioters’ shield bears the ‘1488’ fascist symbol
Shortly after the start of the protests, the leadership of the movement was captured by the most
radical part: the ultra-right organizations, soccer fans, and members of popular opposition parties
with an agenda of “we want to join Europe, and the money will be found.” Months of street
confrontations ended in a coup-d’état supported by slogans that went far beyond normal proEuropean ideas. These slogans included “Death to Communists,” “Russians should be thrown out of
the country,” and “Down with Donetsk.” The natural reactions to this victory and slogans were the
mass protests in Russian-speaking regions, primarily in the Donbass. It is the Donbass that was
addressed in the slogans and that received the lion’s share of insults and curses.
Theoretically, the winners had the opportunity to cement their legitimacy and to preserve the
country’s territorial integrity. To accomplish this, it would have been enough to review the operating
state system in Ukraine and to provide regions with greater autonomy by negotiating with the
Russian-speaking elites who were influential in various areas. Yet, instead, the new forces that came
to power during the revolution of radical ideas forced events in the opposite direction, toward
reprisals against the rebellious regions, all the way to a full-scale war in the Donbass.
Anna Grindyuk was raised in Zaporizhia in southeastern Ukraine, which, during the
demonstrations, saw an activist anti-Maidan movement that supported the legitimate authority of the
democratically elected president. She participated in these rallies, handing out St. George ribbons.
(These ribbons symbolize the highest Russian military award for valor. They were given to all
civilian and military participants in World War II in opposition to fascist memorabilia.) She also
wrote on social networks about the dangers of a fascist coup in Ukraine. When the government
structures in the capital were seized by the Maidan activists, and the streets of the cities of the
southeast were swarming with militants, Anna began to receive threats at her home address. She
forced to leave her family and to move to Donetsk. Now Anna works in the Communications
Ministry of the Donetsk People’s Republic.

that the flyers contained “anti-Ukrainian propaganda material . . . formed by the representatives of
the Donetsk People’s Republic.” The only piece of evidence confirming these allegations that
Maxim cooperated with representatives of the Donetsk People’s Republic was his “relationship with
a separatist,” who also happened to be his sister. This fact was regarded by investigators as clear
proof that Maxim Grindyuk had not acted on his own initiative and was recruited and received
assignments from the leaders of the Donetsk People’s Republic. They said his goals included the
spreading of ideas and symbols of the Donetsk People’s Republic and Novorossiya; spreading
information on the failure of the campaign of army mobilization; and the creation of a mood of
protest in the whole of society. No other claims against Maxim were necessary for the SBU. His
posting the flyers was enough for him to be detained. The court made a decision about what to do
with Maxim Grindyuk: to keep him in custody for 60 days with the prospect of extending his
detention until his trial and, in case of conviction, imprisoning him for up to fifteen years.
On March 23, a repeat hearing was held about the use of “suppressive measures”. The charge against
Maxim was changed from assisting terrorists to the lighter one of “providing or promising assistance
to participants of criminal organizations and the concealment of their criminal activities by the
provision of premises, storage facilities, vehicles, information, documents, technical equipment,
money, securities, and the promising of the implementation of other actions to create conditions,
contributing to criminal activity” under article 356, part 1 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine. His
punishment was also changed, and he was released as long as he promised not to leave the country.
Maxim was released from the courtroom, but he never returned home. He was kidnapped on his way
out of the building.
“My brother disappeared immediately after the trial,” says Anna Grindyuk. “His lawyer cannot
answer the question of where Maxim is. The SBU says that he is in the hands of the ‘security forces.
Who these ‘security forces’ are remains a mystery. Maxim is not a part of the military, but we were
ready to trade him as a prisoner of war. Only there is no hurry to exchange Maxim. He calls us
periodically, but the conversation always takes place on the speakerphone and in the presence of the
kidnappers. They know that I work at a ministry of the Donetsk People’s Republic, and they attempt
to put pressure on me. They either demand that I arrange the exchange of my brother for six
Ukrainian military captives or that I remind [leader of the Donetsk People’s Republic]
Zakharchenko, that he needs to fulfill his promises. What promises were given to them by
Zakharchenko they do not explain. They say that he knows. I, in turn, try to explain to them that I
work as a press secretary and am in no way capable of fulfilling their demands. They do not believe
me. In my opinion, they do no treat Maxim as an arrested person or a military captive but as a bandit
or hostage. In essence he has become a hostage of the SBU.”
Unfortunately, this blatant case of Maxim Grindyuk is not the only one of its kind in Ukraine. A
double standard now prospers in the state. Speaking on the one hand about the European freedom of
choice, the Verkhovna Rada on the other hand passes one law after another that runs contrary to the
basic norms of civil rights and liberties: the prohibition on promoting communist ideology, the
prohibition on advocating nonparticipation in the army mobilization, the forbidding of denial of
Russian aggression.

Right Sector paramilitaries
Repressions are of an unprecedented nature. People are jailed for having a torn portrait of the
president; the police have arrested whole processions of antiwar rallies — last week, during an
antiwar rally in Odessa, more than fifty people were arrested; and representatives of the Right Sector
militia patrol the streets of the cities of the southeast. Finally, militias loyal to the police have the
right to carry weapons, and their faces are often hidden under balaclavas. Performing police
functions, these openly ultra-right factions sport neo-Nazi chevrons and other fascist paraphernalia.
According to the testimony of local residents, these thugs can stop, beat up, and/or kidnap anyone
whom they just do not like as they pass by. There are hundreds of missing Odessites, Cossacks, and
other residents of towns in the southeast.
In Kiev, opposition politicians were hit by an epidemic of “suicide,” which has now smoothly
transformed into unabashed murder. Among the victims are politicians, businessmen, and journalists.
(The most recent and famous is that of journalist and Ukrainian intellectual Oles Buzina outside his
Kiev apartment.) The government powers explain these murders as “Putin’s provocations,” but
citizens tend to believe such assertions less and less. It is understood that in a country where there is
widespread terror, every word spoken could cost you your life. In this type of environment, it is
especially ironic when the label “terrorist” is used against the residents of Donbass and by members
of the Ukrainian press. Everyday reporting sounds more like a satirical Jon Stewart television show:
the “terrorists” have restored the Debaltsevo train tracks; the “terrorists” have begun to pay pensions
in rubles; the “terrorists” have rebuilt a destroyed school.
Ukraine calls itself a democratic European country, but this has nothing to do with talk of
democracy. The conspirators, who came to power through a coup d’état, are not even trying to
a dictatorship but rather a territory of chaos, where armed “security officials” deal with dissent by all
available means. It is a territory where death squads are no longer made up of secret police but are an
everyday, open phenomenon, and the state does not react even to open hostage situations, as in
case of Maxim Grindyuk. And, no wonder, because the authorities in Ukraine are the real terrorists.
They are those who seized power by terror and spread it throughout the entire country through the
killing of peaceful protesters and by firing on their cities with artillery.
Anton Rozenvayn is a journalist and columnist from Kiev. He has worked as a writer for top
Ukrainian media, such as magazines “Telekritika”, “Glavred”, “Public People”. After the coup
d’etat moved to the DPR.
Elena Baibeckova is a journalist from Donetsk. She has worked as a writer & editor at “Moj Mir
publishing house (Moscow),and the newspaper “Segodnja”.
Translated from Russian for RI by Aleksei Tatu. Edited by Katy Meigs.
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On Ukraine, NDP opposition party is vying
with Canadian government over who is more
pro-war
By New Cold War.org editors, Feb. 21, 2015
Canada’s official opposition party in Parliament is a trade union-supported social democratic party
called the New Democratic Party. On the Ukraine file, the party is jostling to be more hawkish
the hawks.

The Canadian government is in the front ranks of the NATO countries imposing economic sanctions
on the Russian people and staging aggressive military exercises against them in the neighbouring
countries to Russia in eastern Europe. The Conservative Party government has committed soldiers,
fighter aircraft and a naval ship in the Mediterranean Sea to the anti-Russia effort. It is one of the
more bellicose governments decrying ‘Russian aggression’ in eastern Ukraine, while suporting
warmaking governing regime in Kyiv.
At home, the Canadian government panders to the extremist Ukrainian Canadian Congress and the
UCC’s support to the extreme and fascist right in Ukraine.
But all of that is not good enough for the NDP. As the enclosed article from the Globe and Mail
daily newspaper explains, the NDP wants even more aggression against Russia, including more
aggressive economic sanctions.
On November 29 in Toronto, NDP Member of Parliament Peggy Nash shared a pro-war speaking
platform with a representative of the fascist party in Ukraine, Right Sector. It was an event to
commemorate the one-year anniversary of the Euromaidan movement. Here is a summary of her
speech as published by the organizers of the event:

NDP MP Peggy Nash of Toronto
Peggy Nash, Member of Parliament from the New Democratic Party, who has been a long
supporter of Ukraine’s pro-democracy movement, addressed community leaders and guests,
expressing how moved she was by the commemoration of peace and social justice. Peggy Nash
underlined the appropriateness of having leaders representing many different faiths. She
believes that through faith, the Ukrainian nation has expressed courage and determination,
which allowed them to continue to fight. “Today, one year later, we honour those who fell, and
we also remind ourselves that so much has been achieved.”
Peggy Nash also added that she is very proud of the Ukrainian Canadian community for
providing constant physical and emotional support to the families of those who died, to the
wounded, to the refugees and others in need. In addition, Nash underlined the importance of a
continuous action by the international community. “One, it is important to stand firm against
Putin and the foreign aggression of Ukraine, and we cannot ever accept the loss of Crimea or the
loss of the territories in the east. We have to stand firm in solidarity with Ukraine!”

The main speaker at the event was Valeriy Chobotar, a paramilitary of the Right Sector flown all the
way from Ukraine for the event.
Was it a conscious decision by Nash to share a speaking platform with a fascist speaker and a
Ukrainian organization in Canada that supports such fascism? Or is this a naive and uninformed
politician over her head and drawn into an invitation she did not understand and research ahead of
time? Nash is a longtime trade union representative who has seen no shortage of negotiation battles
with large, ruthless corporations. Her electoral riding in downtown Toronto consists of many
Ukrainian Canadians who support the UCC. Are Nash and her party naive, or are they panderers to
fascism and extremism in Ukraine? Only Peggy Nash, Paul Dewar and their NDP cohorts know for
sure.
The next public event of the Ukrainian Canadian Congress is a fundraising dinner on February 22
featuring another extreme-right guest speaker from Ukraine, Andriy Parubiy. He is currently a
deputy chairperson of Ukraine’s Parliament. He was a founder in 1991 of the Social-National
Assembly, which was a fount of the extremist, right-wing movement in Ukraine that is very
influential in the halls of government and in the country’s military institutions today. He was a
commander of the violent, extremist ‘battalions’ during the Europmaidan protest movement in
Ukraine one year ago. Following the overthrow of Ukraine’s elected president one year ago, Paruiby
became secretary of the National Security and Defense Council. That was a key body to launch the
war in eastern Ukraine in April 2014. He was eased out of his position later in the year as
international attention began to focus on the influence of the extreme right in the Ukrainian
government.
***

Canadians can still do business with Rosneft, despite new sanctions
By Steven Chase, The Globe and Mail, Feb 18, 2015
The sanctions Canada slapped on Russian state-owned energy giant Rosneft this week are well short
of a blanket ban on business with the Moscow firm, amounting to what experts call “relaxed
measures” that bar only transactions such as longer-term lending by Canadians.
The Conservative government is touting the measure as part of the “toughest sanctions regime”
against Vladimir Putin’s continuing aggression in Ukraine. Ottawa announced more sanctions and
travel bans Tuesday evening, with Rosneft being the biggest target on the list. But the leeway
granted to Canadians to continue doing business with Rosneft speaks to the challenges of punishing
a company that has interests in Canada.
Rosneft owns 30 per cent of Exxon Mobil’s oil project in the Cardium Formation in the foothills of
southern Alberta.
Canadians will still be allowed to buy stock in Rosneft or its subsidiaries, sell goods and services to
Rosneft or buy products from the company. And Canadian banks will still be allowed to provide
financial services to the firm as long as it’s not lending in excess of 90 days.
NDP foreign affairs critic Paul Dewar said the Harper government shouldn’t be pulling its punches
when it comes to sanctions. “We may have a loud voice but we also need to have a very big stick.

John Boscariol, a Toronto lawyer with McCarthy Tétrault, said the sanctions on Rosneft forbids
certain debt financing transactions with the firm, with the biggest impact being a ban on lending
money to the firm for 90 days or more. “Given Rosneft has an investment here, I can see why
[Ottawa] wouldn’t do the full ban.”

Most of the Ukraine-related sanctions that Canada has levied on companies over the past 11 months
go much further. They forbid Canadians both inside this country and abroad from engaging in any
dealings with those targeted, including selling goods and providing financial services to them.
The Department of Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development declined to explain, when asked, why
Ottawa didn’t impose a blanket ban on business dealings with Russia’s biggest petroleum company.
It instead released a statement that talked up Canada’s record on the Ukraine file. “Canada has the
toughest sanction regime in the world, which has been co-ordinated with our allies to target key
individuals and entities and to isolate Russia politically and economically,” Foreign Affairs
spokesman John Babcock said. “The sanctions imposed in co-ordination with our partners and
are without a doubt having an effect on the Russian economy.”
Mr. Dewar says another blind spot for Canada is the lack of action on Rosneft president and former
Russian deputy prime minister Igor Sechin, a close ally of Mr. Putin. Both the U.S. and the European
Union have blacklisted Mr. Sechin over Russian aggression in Ukraine. “Sechin is really important.
This is a guy who was just meeting with Putin last week. He’s his former deputy prime minister and
confidant and they can’t muster up the courage to put him on the sanction list when others have,
NDP critic said.
Rosneft was still irked Wednesday by the restrictions on behaviour in Canada. A Rosneft
spokesman, speaking to the Russian News Service, was quoted in the Moscow Times disparaging the
Canadian oil industry and blaming Ottawa’s policies on the Ukrainian lobby in Canada.
“In Canada the [oil] industry is in a near-death condition. This was sanctions against the departed,
and I don’t mean Rosneft, I mean Canadian oil production,” Rosneft spokesperson Mikhail Leontiev
said.
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Political successors of Banderite killers slap
Poland in the face
By Nikolai Malishevski, published in Strategic Culture Foundation, April 18, 2015
The Polish social democratic political party Democratic Left Alliance (SLD) considers the Ukrainian
parliament’s recent recognition of the UPA as fighters for independence to be an insult to Poland and
its President, Bronislaw Komorowski, an SLD representative stated at a press conference on April
12. The UPA is the Ukrainian Insurgent Army, a wing of the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists
(OUN). In the days of the Second World War it collaborated with Hitler’s Germany, including the
Wehrmacht, police and security services.

Protest in Poland in Feb 2015 against
glorification of Nazism in Ukraine

On April 9, the Ukraine’s parliament (Verkhovna Rada) passed a “Law on the Status and Memory of

Commenting on these words of President, Krzysztof Gawkowski, the leader of Democratic Left
Alliance party, said the Volyn massacre should not be forgotten. According to him, “the Ukrainian
parliament has forgotten what happened in Volyn, Just imagine President Komorowski say there has
been no Holocaust. It’s sad that the Ukraine’s Verkhovna Rada honor and glorify UPA leaders
responsible for the Volyn massacre. Bronislaw Komorowski desecrated the memory of Volyn
victims. We call on the President to distance himself from the actions that insult Poles.”
Polish media emphasizes that the new Ukrainian law says the fighters for Ukrainian independence in
the twentieth century, including OUN-UPA, played a major role in the restoration of the Ukrainian
state and introduces special decorations and privileges to the fighters as well as member of their
families. The law envisions punitive measures for those who would display disrespect towards
“veterans” or doubt their merits.
“The Ukrainian Insurgent Army is being glorified, and a law has been passed recognizing the special
role played by the UPA in Ukrainian history, designating that on its basis anyone who questions the
fact that the UPA is a criminal organization involved in the genocide [of Poles] can be punished; this
is a disgrace. It is a slap in the face to the Polish people and to President Komorowski,” SLD deputy
Tomasz Kalita stated. Kalita considers UPA to be a criminal organization, and has appealed to the
Polish President, who had visited Ukrainian parliament, to “distance himself from the Ukrainian
nationalists, to condemn the law and to speak critically about it.” He said, the Volyn massacre
crime and UPA was a criminal organization. This fact should be kept in mind and efforts should be
applied to ensure that people know the truth about what happened in Volyn.”
The assessments of Polish politicians, both right wing and left wing, seem to get closer when it
comes to the relationship between Warsaw and the regime in Kiev. Janusz Ryszard Korwin-Mikke,
the creator of a Polish liberal political party Coalition for the Renewal of the Republic – Freedom
and Hope and Member of the European Parliament, told Rubaltic.ru that Poland gets more and more
frustrated with Ukraine and is losing illusions. The Polish government continues to behave like a
friend of Ukraine, but the majority of Polish people do not share these sentiments. The government
acts according to the instructions coming from Washington, and, sometimes, Berlin.
Two events on October 2014 gave rise to growing discontent among common people in Poland. First
– Ukrainians voted for the new Self-Help Party, called the party of Volyn massacre. Second, on
October 14, Petro Poroshenko signed a decree proclaiming October 14 to be the day of celebrating
Day of Defender of Ukraine instead of the post-Soviet analogous holiday celebrated on February 23.
This day the Ukrainian neo-Nazi traditionally stage torch marches to mark the anniversary of the
Ukrainian Insurgent Army. The decision sparked a wave of indignation in Poland. Protests hit the
streets. The demonstrators picketed the Ukraine’s diplomatic offices demanding to stop heroization
of OUN-UPA that is responsible for killing thousands of Poles during WWII. Protesters marched in
Przemyśl, Krakow, Wroclaw and Warsaw under the slogan «Lasting Shame to OUN – UPA
Murderers from SS Division Galicia».
Thousands of Poles went to the parliament. They wanted MPs to remember that a few years ago the
lawmakers defined the Volyn massacre as genocide. On July 15, 2009 the Polish parliament (Sejm)
approved the resolution «On the Tragic Destiny of Poles in the Eastern Frontiers» saying the
Ukrainian Insurgent Army carried out an anti-Polish action in the eastern frontiers (Kresy of
Rzeczpospolita) – mass-scale massacres that had the nature of an ethnic cleansing and the signs of
genocide. A commission at the Polish Institute of National Remembrance (IPN) works to investigate
the crimes against Polish people. The protesters held posters «Stop Bandera’s fascism», «No to UPA
Heroization»; there were also placards with the names of populated areas where the population was

organization OUN-UPA. Andrzej Tomasz Zapasłowski, a Polish politician and a Member of the
European Parliament, said, “We want cooperation and good relations with Ukrainians, but we’
never accept the fact of OUN-UPA and Bandera glorification. The organization is responsible for
killing 200 thousand Poles.” In Wrocław a manifestation took place near the Ukrainian consulate.
Professor Paez from the Wroclow University took part in the action. He said that he was worried
because Ukrainian nationalists were represented not by groups of extremists but by political
parties… He wondered what else was needed to make the Polish government react. There is no such
thing as friendship at any price. The ball is on the Ukraine’s side. Ukraine has to admit the guilt and
tell the truth. In Warsaw a meeting at the Ukraine’s embassy condemned the crimes committed by
OUN-UPA and the SS division Galicia. The protesters said they represented thousands of innocent
Poles fallen victims to UPA militants and soldiers of the division.

Last December the Polish citizens indignant by the fact of glorification of OUN-UPA and the
connivance of Polish government at the activities of successors of Bandera who seized power in
Kiev sent to Petro Poroshenko a parcel with children’s belongings soaked in blood. The
accompanying letter said, “We send you the things that belonged to children who will never go
school because your army killed them. You sent your killers to the Donbass to wreak havoc and
death…the murderers hope to have their hands clean after killing small children. You hope the
genocide will be unpunished. No! Sooner or later the mothers of dead children will get you and the
so called ‘elite” of Ukraine, who unleashed the fratricidal war to serve the interests of the United
States. You’ll pay dearly for what you have done. You got blood of Slav children on your hands!
This blood can never be washed away!”
Read also:
Polish presidential candidate Magdalen Ogorek wants warmer ties with Russia, by Henry Foy,
Financial Times, April 16, 2015
Top Polish military advisor ‘completely withdraws’ his support of Ukraine gov’t, by New Cold
War.org, April 16, 2015
New pro-Russia party emerges in Poland, EUobserver, March 23, 2015
A leading presidential candidate in Poland, Magdalena Ogorek, just vowed for better ties with
Russia, by Associated Press, Feb. 14, 2015
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Released prisoners detail widespread use of
torture by Ukrainian army and security
services
By Roger Annis, New Cold War.org, April 28, 2015
Reviewing: ‘War Crimes of the Armed Forces and Security Forces of Ukraine: Torture and
Inhumane Treatment’, published on March 1, 2015 by The Foundation for the Study of Democracy,
144 pages, in Russian and English, ISBN 978-5-903882-05-2. Online here.
A report issued on March 1, 2015 by the Moscow-based Foundation for the Study of Democracy
contains chilling descriptions of the widespread use of torture and other inhumane treatment of
prisoners by the Ukrainian army and paramilitary forces and by its Ukraine’s national security
police. The report is titled, ‘War Crimes of the Armed Forces and Security Forces of Ukraine:
Torture and Inhumane Treatment’. It is 144 pages long, half in Russian and half in English.

The information in the report is the result of interviews with over
200 prisoners released by the Ukrainian side of the war that has raged in eastern Ukraine for the past
year. The interviews were conducted by researchers of the Foundation from 25 August 2014 to 20
January 2015.
The Foundation for The Study of Democracy is a civil organization in Russia (Russian-language
website here). Its director is Maxim Grigoriev. The report on torture and prisoner abuse was prepared
in cooperation with the Russian Public Council for International Cooperation and Public Diplomacy,
presided by S. Ordzhonikidze, while assistance was provided by the Russian Peace Foundation (L.
Slutsky, Y. Sutormina) and by S. Mamedov, I. Morozov, E. Tarlo, D. Savelyev, A. Chepa and other
members of the Committee for Public Support of the Residents of Southeastern Ukraine.
The media tour to Donetsk, eastern Ukraine in mid-April, 2015 in which I participated met with Mr.
Grigoriev in Moscow at the outset of our tour.
“Human rights are one of the key issues of concern for our foundation,” Grigoriev explained. As
reports of prisoner abuse and torture became widespread last spring and summer, his Foundation
decided to investigate the accusations more formally. Its first report was published on November 24
of last year.[1] The second report published on March 1 of this year includes data gathered in the
first one.

“It was not difficult to gather information,” Grigoriev explains. “Once the prisoner exchanges began
to take place [just prior to the ceasefire of September 5, 2014], any researcher or journalist could
speak to those released prisoners who were willing to talk.”
Prisoners who were released beginning last August have reported being subjected to electric shock
and cruel beatings lasting multiple days in a row using objects such as iron bars, baseball bats, sticks,
rifle butts, bayonet knives and rubber batons. Techniques widely used by the Ukrainian armed forces
and security forces include waterboarding, strangling with a garrote and other types of strangulation.
In some cases, prisoners were sent to minefields for the purposes of intimidation and were run over
with military vehicles, causing death.
Other torture methods included breaking of bones, stabbing and cutting with knives, branding with
red-hot objects, and shooting different body parts with small arms. Prisoners were kept for days at
freezing temperatures and with no access to food or medical assistance. They were often forced to
take psychotropic substances causing agony.
An absolute majority of prisoners are put through mock firing squads and suffered death and rape
threats to their families. Women report being raped.
Many of those tortured are not members of the self-defense forces of the Donetsk and Luhansk
People’s Republics (DPR and LPR). Those who are members are identified as such in the
Foundation’s reports.
Further is an outline of the findings published in the Foundation’s report of March 1, 2015.
The Foundation notes in its report that the European Court of Human Rights has ruled that the
European Convention on Human Rights prohibits in absolute terms torture, irrespective of other
circumstances. Article 3 of the convention reads, ‘No one shall be subjected to torture or to inhuman
or degrading treatment or punishment.’
Moreover, it is assumed in the law of the European Union that ‘the State is responsible for the
actions of all of its agencies, such as the police, security forces, other law enforcement officials, and
any other State bodies who hold an individual under their control, whether they act under orders, or
on their own accord.’
Unlike other clauses of the Convention related to rights, Article 3 makes no provision for derogation
(reservations) in the event of a war or any other emergency threatening national security. Article 15
(2) explicitly states that there can be no derogation from Article 3 within the Convention.
The March, 2015 report of the Foundation for the Study of Democracy concludes, “The information
collected by the [Foundation] gives grounds to believe that the Ukrainian armed forces (VSU), the
National Guard and other military units of the Ministry of the Interior of Ukraine, as well as the
Security Service of Ukraine (SBU), systematically and on purpose violate the European Convention
on Human Rights. The extent to which torture is being used and the fact that this is done
systematically prove that torture is an intentional strategy of the said institutions, authorized by their
leadership.
“The information gathered provides grounds to conclude that torture and inhumane treatment
inflicted by the Security Forces of Ukraine (SBU), the Ukrainian armed forces, the National Guard
and other formations within the Interior Ministry of Ukraine, as well as by illegal armed groups such

the Ombudsman of Ukraine, Mrs. Valeriya Lutkovska. “She told me that she cannot do anything to
stop those practicing torture because it is difficult for her to investigate the allegations.”
What about international agencies? The European Court of Human Rights has received the
documentation and it said it would investigate, Grigoriev says.
Human Rights Watch also received the materials and said it would respond. “That was two months
ago.”
“Amnesty International said it would use the findings,” he says.
Neither agency has issued a statement on the findings of six months of prisoner testimonials.
An Amnesty International report in July 2014 reported briefly on accusations of torture, saying that it
was occurring and that both sides in the conflict were responsible. That implicitly equated the
responsibilities of the Ukrainian government with those of rebel forces, whose governing structures,
to this day, the governments of Ukraine and the European Union refuse to formally recognize.
A second report by Amnesty, in October 2014, was again brief and again equated the responsibilities
of the two sides in the conflict.
Amnesty has issued reports documenting what it calls “war crimes” by one of the extreme-right
militias allied with the Kyiv government, the Azov Battalion. One report was issued in September
2014. In December, Amnesty denounced the blockading of humanitarian convoys into eastern
Ukraine from Ukraine proper by forces allied to Kyiv.
Human Rights Watch has documented the use of cluster weapons against civilians in eastern Ukraine
by Ukrainian armed forces but has published little on the use of torture.
Western media has largely been silent on the subject. A few outlets, such as the UK Telegraph
probed the extreme-right battalions allied with Kyiv.
Grigoriev rejects drawing an equal sign between the actions of Ukrainian forces and those of the
rebels. “That is wrong. Ukraine forces use torture or prisoner abuse fifty to 100 times more than
rebel forces, and they are much more cruel.”
Reports of torture and prisoner abuse are widespread in print and online news outlets in Ukraine and
Russia. This includes victim testimonies that are video recorded and posted online. When can we
expect Western media to report on this, and Western governments to acknowledge what is taking
place?
No time soon. A great deal of political, economic and military capital is invested in defeating the
rebel movement of eastern Ukraine and weakening and isolating the Russian government and people.
‘Inconvenient truths’ that get in the way of the ‘blame Russia’ narrative for this war are the last thing
that is wanted.
Think of the media and government silence last October when Human Rights Watch reported
widespread use of cluster weapons by Ukrainian forces. Or the investigation into the crash of
Malaysian Airlines flight 17 on July 17, 2014, which is dragging on interminably while unfounded
accusations of ‘Russian missiles’ downing the plane continue to run

parties–these are the tried and true methods of human and social rights advocacy that are urgently
needed today.
Notes:
[1] ‘War Crimes of the Armed Forces and Security Forces of Ukraine: Torture of the Donbass
region’, published by The Foundation for the Study of Democracy, Nov. 24, 2014, 49 pages in
English (pdf online here).
***
Outline of ‘War crimes of the armed forces and security forces of Ukraine: Torture and
inhumane treatment’ (March 2015)
Part 1, sub-titled, ‘Methods and circumstances of torture committed by the Ukrainian armed
forces and security forces':
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An overwhelming majority of prisoners held by the Ukrainian side are brutally and
systematically beaten.
Many of the torture victims report marathon beatings inflicted by the Ukrainian armed forces
and security forces.
The captured women are frequently raped.
According to accounts by the victims, the Ukrainian army, the National Guard, various units
of the Ministry of the Interior and the Security Service of Ukraine employ a whole range of
torture techniques. Many of the victims say that they were stabbed and cut with a knife.
Thus, a large number of victims assert that the torture techniques used include burning skin
with the gas burners or burning-hot objects and burning various inscriptions into the skin of
the prisoners.
The torture victims indicate that the Ukrainian army and law enforcement bodies
systematically employ a torture technique called ‘waterboarding’. Previously, this method was
used by the American secret services.
The victims indicate that the Ukrainian armed forces and security forces use other torture
techniques as well, for example suffocation with plastic bags, gas masks, etc.
The so-called ‘Banderist garrotte’ is used as a weapon – both for intimidation and torture.
Electric shock is a common torture tool used by the Ukrainian armed forces and divisions of
the Ministry of the Interior.
A large number of the people interviewed said that the Ukrainian troops were sending some of
the prisoners to minefields. For
Almost everyone says that the Ukrainian army and punishment battalions kneecap and run
over feet with military vehicles. A mock firing squad is also a common practice.
The vast majority of people detained by the Ukrainian armed forces and security forces receive
threats of murder, torture, and harm to their families during interrogations.
Those detained by the Ukrainian side suffer torture at various stages: directly when taken
prisoner, during transportation, after being handed over to this or that unit, under preliminary
or principal interrogations, in detention facilities, in courts, etc. When asked to define the
entity carrying out the torture, victims name the National Guard, various groups under the
Ukrainian Ministry of Internal Affairs, Right Sector, various units of the Ukrainian Armed
Forces, and the Ukrainian Security Service (SBU).
Some of the victims say that they were subjected to excruciating torture right after being
wounded or directly in hospitals. Practically everybody attests that medical help is either
unavailable or insufficient.

l
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A large number of the victims questioned point out specific places where the National Guard
and the Ukrainian Armed Forces have been using torture on a massive scale or give code
names of the people who subjected them to torture.
Also mentioned frequently are the Mariupol airport where detainees are kept in the industrial
cold storage and subjected to torture, and the Kramatorsk airport.
The victims interviewed also state that the Ukrainian side intentionally for long periods of time
does not register its detainees and violates the procedure prescribed by law.
Based on the information collected by the Foundation, a clear conclusion can be drawn that
most of the torture victims are not members of the Donetsk or Lugansk People’s Republics
self-defense forces, but civilians. A ‘reason’ for arrest and torture of civilians by the Ukrainian
side can be as simple as involvement in anti-Euromaidan rallies, participation in Russian TV
shows, expression of your opinion on the Internet, involvement in pro-DPR rallies,
participation in the referendum, ‘possession of a telephone number of a Russian journalist
‘Caucasian names – Aslan, Uzbek’ in the personal phone contacts, a phone conversation with
people from ‘the Donetsk People’s Republic’, ‘receiving medical assistance in the DPR’
The same absurdity and lack of substantial evidence is characteristic of the other accusations.
In a large number of cases the Ukrainian authorities – to be able to exchange prisoners –
would arrest citizens who have not committed any offence.
In many cases Ukrainian civilians are also subjected to beatings and death threats to their
families.
The Ukrainian armed forces and security forces quite often torture and inject people with
psychotropic drugs at the same time.
A number of victims, subjected to torture by the Ukrainian armed forces and security forces,
also claim to have been robbed.

Part II, sub-titled ‘Torture and inhuman treatment: Victims’ testimonies’
(This section consists of detailed stories of the people who were subjected to torture by servicemen
of the National Guard, the Ukrainian Armed Forces, and the SBU.)
This article also appears in Counterpunch, April 28, 2015. Roger Annis is an editor of The New
Cold War: Ukraine and beyond. In mid-April 2015, he joined a four-day reporting visit to the
Donetsk People’s Republic. This is his second report of more to come from that visit. His first report
was published in Counterpunch on April 21.
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Senior Russian rabbi says Putin’s ouster would
endanger Jews
Haaretz (Israel), April 26, 2015
A senior Russian rabbi warned of grave danger to Jews if Russian President Vladimir Putin is swept
from power. Alexander Boroda, head of the Chabad-affiliated Federation of Jewish Communities of
Russia, made the warning Friday during a talk at Moscow’s 9th annual Jewish learning event
organized by Limmud FSU.

Vladimir Putin and head of the Federation of
Jewish Communities of Russia, Alexander
Boroda, on Jan. 27, 2015 (Reuters)

The Moscow conference, which drew 1,400 participants, opened Friday at the state-owned Klyasma
resort just outside the Russian capital.

Boroda’s Federation is among several Russian Jewish organizations that credit Putin for facilitating
efforts to re-consolidate Russia’s Jewish community of 350,000 after decades of communist
repression.
Under Putin, dozens of synagogues have been renovated with government support and a massive
Jewish museum was opened in Moscow with state funding.
“In Russia, there is virtually unlimited freedom of religion and the Jewish community must ensure
this situation continues,” Boroda said. “The support for religious institutions is wider than in the
United States and defense of Jews against manifestations of anti-Semitism is greater than in other
European countries. We do not have the privilege of losing what we have achieved and the support
of the government for the community.”
All Russian Jews and especially those considering action against the Putin administration, Boroda
said, “must understand the grave dangers that they take upon themselves and the potential
consequences.”
Such endorsements of Putin by Jewish leaders have exposed them to criticism by liberal Jews and
Jews in Ukraine, who oppose Putin’s crackdown on civil liberties and rivals, annexation of
Ukrainian land and perceived nationalism.
Viktoria Mochilova, a Limmud FSU participant and social activist, dismissed Boroda’s message as
one-sided and unrepresentative. While appreciative of government support for Jews, they, “similar to
other Russian citizens, [desire] to improve the situation of the state and to strive to make it more
democratic and honest,” she said.
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Statement of the left forces of Lugansk
People’s Republic
Published on the Facebook page of Donbass International Forum, April 11, 2015
On the 9th of April, 2015, left-wing forces in the Lugansk People’s Republic united in a regional
forum to define next steps to undertake in the struggle for the best future of Donbas. They agreed on
a “Unity Declaration” which we publish here:

Left-wing forces meet in Lugansk on April 9,
2015
We, the participants in the Forum, note that the outbreak of war a year ago pushed the residents of
Lugansk to the brink of survival, and plunged the region into chaos and destruction. Many of our

disabled — were left without pensions and benefits, and hunger and poverty knocked on the doors of
tens of thousands of families.
Today, the hope for peace, represented by the international agreements Lugansk is party to, puts
social and economic survival at the top of the agenda: it is clear that humanitarian assistance cannot
solve a hundredth part of the problems. We need to focus on how to rebuild the war-ravaged
economy and bring life back to the region in a peaceful way.

We, the representatives of communist, socialist,
workers’, environmental and anti-fascist organizations, believe that the revival of Lugansk should
begin and march under the banner of social justice, equality and fraternity. Only the socialist path of
development will be able to successfully overcome the consequences of this military-humanitarian
catastrophe. The authorities should not return to the discredited policy of appointing protégés of the
oligarchic clans that robbed the Lugansk region for years. The Red traditions of the region — from
Kliment Voroshilov to the present day- – have always been strong in our land, and just as in 1917,
Lugansk should be a harbinger of the coming global left turn.
It is only possible to achieve this goal through joint efforts and concerted action by all communist,
socialist, left-patriotic and anti-fascist forces of Lugansk. We, the participants of the Forum, believe
that among our organizations, forces and movements, protecting the rights and interests of the people
Lugansk can be realized without disagreement on major issues.
That is why we, the representatives of the Communist Party, Union of Left Forces, public
organizations “Communists of Lugansk,” “Don,” “Communist Workers Organization,” “Intellectuals
for Socialism,” “Anti-Fascist Committee of Lugansk,” Lenin Communist Youth Union (Komsomol),
Union of Women Workers “For the Future of Children,” “Union of Soviet Officers,” “Social
Democratic Initiative,” and “Green Ecological Union,” declare the establishment of a broad front of
communist, socialist, workers’, anti-fascist and environmental forces, open to all who support the
socialist course for Lugansk.
The goal of our action is to unite all the communist, left-patriotic, anti-fascist forces in the fight
l
l

l
l

l

post-war revival of the Lugansk region;
implementation of economic and social policies in the interests of the working people,
building a socialist state;
return to public ownership of large enterprises and major industries;
respect for and guarantee of civil rights and freedoms, in particular to ensure full employment,
fair wages and social security; minimum wage and pensions not lower than the actual
subsistence level; monitoring and regulation of prices of essential goods and tariffs for public
utilities;
avoid waste and land-grabbing by landlords: land and natural resources should belong

l
l

l

strengthening the role of local government;
avoid radical nationalist, neo-fascist tyranny in our land; preventing the return of domination
of capital in the economic, business and political life of the region;
eradicate all forms of fascism, preventing the falsification of history.

We are convinced that uniting our efforts will give Lugansk a unique chance to create a truly
equitable social order, with working people at its center. We invite all those who share our goals to
join the front and support us in the struggle for the revival of Lugansk and for a happy future for
each of its inhabitants.
Fascism shall not pass! Together we will win!
Translation by Greg Butterfield. This statement was also published on the website of Solidarity
the Anti-Fascist Resistance in Ukraine (UK).
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The “Snipers’ Massacre” on the Maidan in
Ukraine
By Ivan Katchanovski, PhD, School of Political Studies & Department of Communication,
University of Ottawa, Canada, Oct 1, 2014
The following is an 8,100 word paper presented at a seminar by the Chair of Ukrainian Studies
the University of Ottawa, Canada on October 1, 2014. The full paper is published on Academia.edu
***
Introduction to the paper by its author:
The snipers’ massacre question
The massacre of several dozen Maidan protesters on February 20, 2014 was a turning point in
Ukrainian politics and a tipping point in the escalating conflict between the West and Russia over
Ukraine. The mass killing of the protesters and the mass shooting of the police that preceded it led to
the overthrow of the highly corrupt and pro-Russian but democratically elected government of
Viktor Yanukovych and gave a start to a large-scale violent conflict that continues now in Donbas in
Eastern Ukraine. A conclusion promoted by the post-Yanukovych governments and the media in
Ukraine that the massacre was perpetrated by government snipers on a Yanukovych order has been
nearly universally accepted by the Western governments and the media, at least publicly, without
concluding an investigation and without all evidence considered. For instance, Ukraine’s President

of this crucial case of the mass killing. Analysis of a large amount of evidence in this study suggests
that certain elements of the Maidan opposition, including its extremist far right wing, were involved
in this massacre in order to seize power and that the government investigation was falsified for this
reason.

Table of contents:
1. Evidence
2. An academic investigation
3. Conclusion (text enclosed below here:)
Conclusion:
The analysis and the evidence presented in this academic investigation put the Euromaidan and the
conflict in Ukraine into a new perspective. The seemingly irrational mass shooting and killing of the
protesters and the police on February 20 appear to be rational from self-interest based perspectives of
rational choice and Weberian theories of instrumentally-rational action. This includes the following:
the Maidan leaders gaining power as a result of the massacre, President Yanukovych and his other
top government officials fleeing on February 21, 2014 from Kyiv and then from Ukraine, and the
retreat by the police. The same concerns Maidan protesters being sent under deadly fire into
positions of no important value and then being killed wave by wave from unexpected directions.
Similarly, snipers killing unarmed protesters and targeting foreign journalists but not Maidan leaders,
the Maidan Self-Defense and the Right Sector headquarters, the Maidan stage, and pro-Maidan
photographs become rational. While such actions are rational from a rational choice or
instrumentally-rational theoretical perspective, the massacre not only ended many human lives but
also undermined democracy, human rights, and the rule of law in Ukraine.
The massacre of the protesters and the police represented a violent overthrow of the government in
Ukraine and a major human rights crime. This violent overthrow constituted an undemocratic change
of government. It gave start to a large-scale violent conflict that turned into a civil war in Eastern
Ukraine, to a Russian military intervention in support of separatists in Crimea and Donbas, and to a
de-facto break-up of Ukraine. It also escalated an international conflict between the West and Russia
over Ukraine. The evidence indicates that an alliance of elements of the Maidan opposition and
far right was involved in the mass killing of both protesters and the police, while the involvement of
the special police units in killings of some of the protesters cannot be entirely ruled out based on
publicly available evidence. The new government that came to power largely as a result of the
massacre falsified its investigation, while the Ukrainian media helped to misrepresent the mass
killing of the protesters and the police. The evidence indicates that the far right played a key role in
the violent overthrow of the government in Ukraine. This academic investigation also brings new
important questions that need to be addressed.
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Unions in Luhansk rally against war, demand
end to Ukraine economic blockade
Introduction by New Cold War.org, editors, March 23, 2015: Trade unions from 14 towns and
in the Luhansk Peoples Republic staged a rally today to condemn Kyiv’s war in eastern Ukraine and
its associated economic blockade. The unions are also demanding the wages and social payments
which the Kyiv government has refused to pay to the people of the region. The unions estimate the
unpaid amounts to the equivalent of $510 million. They have formulated their demands in a letter to
Ukraine President Petro Poroshenko and his government.
Enclosed are two news articles.

Unions in Luhansk protest Ukraine’s economic

LUGANSK, Novorossiya–Representatives of the trade unions of 14 cities and towns of the Lugansk
People’s Republic have held a rally on March 23 to condemn the economic blockade imposed by the
Kiev authorities. People demanded that Petro Poroshenko and Arseniy Yatsenyuk lift the economic,
social and transport blockade against the Luhansk region, pay off the debt owed for salaries and
social payments, and implement the Minsk ceasefire agreements.
People carried placards reading, ‘No to genocide in Lugansk!’, ‘Poroshenko! Down with double
standards!’, ‘Love will conquer evil and hatred!’, ‘Thanks, Kiev, for starvation and unemployment!
‘Poroshenko! We are against the economic and financial blockade!’, ‘We demand the
implementation of the Minsk agreements!’, and ‘The trade union of the Lugansk People’s Republic
is with the people!’
A written appeal has been prepared by the unions and is addressed to Ukrainian President Petro
Poroshenko. It reads:
The senseless and cruel war waged by you against the people of Donbass has already taken
away over 6,000 lives of innocent civilians. Millions of lives, including those of children, have
been ruined and hundreds of people have become disabled. Thousands of civilians of the
Lugansk region have become refugees in order to save their children and parents from the war.
Despite the horror of war, worker collectives haven’t left their jobs, they continue to perform
their duties. To you, we are subhumans and biomass. It was you who gave orders to kill us, and
you continue to pursue the policy of the ‘party of war’ in the formerly united country.
Poroshenko! You bear responsibility for all the sufferings, tears and grief of people! Stop the
genocide of the ordinary people! Our demands are legitimate and fair, and are based on the
international law.
The document will be handed over to representative of the Organisation for Security and
Cooperation in Europe. They, in turn, will give it to the leaders of Ukraine.
***
Trade unions in Luhansk condemn war, economic blockade by Ukraine
TASS, March 23, 2015
LUHANSK–Trade unions of the self-proclaimed Luhansk People’s Republic (LPR) demanded on
Monday that Kiev transfer 12 billion hryvnias ($510 million) in wage and social benefit arrears
payments.

The trade unions made their demand in a letter addressed to the Ukrainian president and the prime
minister. The document was adopted at a meeting of trade unions from 14 cities and districts of the
Lugansk People’s Republic.

The letter also contains a demand on Kiev “to lift the economic, social and transport blockade of the
LPR” and “ensure the implementation of the Minsk accords not in words but in deeds.”
Read also Luhansk republic to respond to Kiev’s military actions in case of direct aggression Rada
speaker signs decree on recognizing Donbas parts as temporarily occupied territories Kremlin:
Donbas militia not Russia’s puppets Kiev under pressure from warmongers — Russia’s OSCE envoy
Post-Soviet security bloc ready to send peacekeepers to Ukraine Poroshenko signs amended law on
Donbas special status
The Ukrainian government halted all social payments “on certain territories” of the Donetsk and
Luhansk People’s Republics as of December 1, 2014 in accordance with President Petro
Porohenko’s decree and also prohibited banks to service corporate and household accounts.
Meanwhile, the LPR government passed a resolution on switching to a multi-currency system
starting March 15 to pay for goods and services with the hryvina, the ruble, the US dollar and the
euro.
LPR head Igor Plotnitsky said on March 12 that the republic would stay in the hryvnia zone, if Kiev
complied with the Minsk accords.
The Ukrainian government estimates the total number of pensioner refugees in the self-proclaimed
Donetsk and Luhansk People’s Republics known as Donbas at 1.1 million people.
Deputy Maria Ionova from the Petro Poroshenko Bloc pro-government parliamentary faction
admitted on March 12 that Ukraine was not making any social payments to Donbass pensioners.
“The government will make these payments as soon as it has access to these districts or when people
cross into the territory controlled by the government and register as internally displaced persons,
she said.
A delegation of 15 UN humanitarian agencies visited Ukraine on March 12-14 and held, in
particular, a meeting with Ukrainian Deputy Prime Minister Gennady Zubko. The delegation insisted
that Kiev should fully lift duties on humanitarian aid and discussed the issue of Kiev’s failure to pay
pensions in the territories uncontrolled by the government and also spoke for lifting restrictions on
the movement of people and the delivery of goods to Donbass.
Read also:
On March 19, Ukraine armed forces destroyed the last remaining bridge over the River Donets
connecting Luhansk to Ukraine. Story in Russian here.
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